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4.0: RESULTS (Fig. 3) 

4.1: Test-Pit 1 (Plate 1) 

Test Pit 1 was located in the southwest of the proposed development. The test-pit was 
excavated to a maximum depth of 0.63m. The earliest deposit encountered comprised 
an orange-yellow sand (1 003), recorded at a depth of 0.3m below the modem surface. 
This layer may be interpreted as the natural subsoil. This layer was tested by hand
excavation, to confirm its interpretation. Above was a dark brown silt-sand layer 
(1 002), measuring a maximum of 0.1 m in depth, which contained stone and charcoal 
inclusions. This layer was sealed by a shallow, and slightly irregular layer of very 
gravelly-silt (1001), a garden soil, recorded for a depth of 0.2m below the modem 
surface. Above was the topsoil (1000, not illustrated), which measured 0.3m in depth. 

Layer 1002 contained late 2nd century pottery, with residual 1st and 2nd century 
material. Layer 1001 contained late 2nd_4th century pottery, with post-medieval pottery 
and clay pipe. 

4.2: Test-Pit 2 (Plates 2-3) 

Test-Pit 2 was located in the northeast of the proposed development. It was cut to a 
maximum depth of 0.93m. Clean orange sand (2005) was recorded in the base of a 
sondage. The sand was cut by two features (F200, F201). Feature F201 (not 
illustrated) was a small scoop backfilled with a deposit of mixed charcoal and sand 
(2004), cut by feature F200, which was also dug through a layer ofsilty-sand (2003). 
Only part of this feature, a possible pit, could be defined within the test-pit. The 
primary fill of this feature, a mid-grey silt-sand (2006), with occasional very small 
stones, was exposed at its uppermost horizon, but not excavated. The excavated, 
uppermost fill comprised a green-grey, compact silt-sand (2002). The uppermost 
backfill (2002) of feature F200, and layer 2003 were sealed by a layer of mid-brown 
sand-silt with frequent stones (200 1 ), heavily disturbed by root action. Above was the 
topsoil (2000). 

Layer 2004 contained pottery of 1st and 2nd century date, and layer 2003 contained 
ceramics of late 2nd to 3rd century date. Layer 2002 contained 2nd and late 3rd century 
material and layer 2001 included 3rd and 4th century material. 

4.3: Pottery by C. Jane Evans 

The small assemblage was generally very fragmentary and there were few diagnostic 
forms. The presence of Nene Valley colour-coated ware in a number of contexts 
suggested a TPQ at least in the late 2nd century for these assemblages. Fabrics such as 
fumed grey wares and grog-tempered ware are, however, also associated with 1st to 
2nd century deposits at London Road (Hancocks forthcoming) and could therefore be 
residual. Of particular interest was a handmade sherd of possible Iron Age date from 
layer 1002. There was little evidence for later activity, the only sherds that could 
possibly be of 4th century date coming from deposits 1001 and 2001. 
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